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Few formalities need to be observed when departing Jordan: In , , people and 8, vehicles had crossed the border. Jaber is
80km away from Amman and is most commonly used by visitors, while Ramtha is 90km away and is mainly for cargo.
There is no schedule, but they start at around 6: Find a tour operator near you. Below get details on each of these
crossings so you can choose the one that best fits your needs. Private cars and tour buses cannot cross travellers must
change vehicles upon crossing or use the other two border crossings. The terminal can be reached by a 5-minute taxi ride
from Eilat. Currency exchange, visas, cafeteria, restaurant, VAT refund, insurance services, wheelchair-friendly. There
are three border crossings between Jordan and Israel. Anyone who wishes to overstay their visa, must register with the
Jordanian Police. Some travelers have experience long waiting times for the bus. Allenby Bridge Arava Jordan
River.Crossing from Israel to Jordan at the Arava Border Crossing (Itzhak Rabin Crossing), just a few kilometers north
of Eilat and Aqaba is a simple process but something which we receive a large number of questions about, so we've
prepared this guide to help you understand the process and feel at ease. Coordinates: 2934?30?N 3458?41?E? / ?N E? / ;
The Wadi Araba Crossing also known as the Yitzhak Rabin Crossing is an international border crossing between Aqaba,
Jordan and Eilat, Israel. Opened on August 8, , it is currently one of three entry/exit points between the ?Israeli terminal
?Transport to and from ?Jordanian terminal ?Aqaba Special. Jordan one of the most beautiful and wonderful places that
I have visited in my life. Everything was excellent, except the (Gangs) the taxis drivers at Jordan side of Eilat/Aqaba
border!! You should have stuck to your decision and went to Aqaba bus station for Petra. Getting from Eilat to Aqaba is
a journey of just a few kilometers in distance, between the two resort cities which sit at the 'head of the Red Sea' it
requires crossing from Israel into Jordan. The process of traveling from Eilat to Aqaba is three-fold, with the need to
travel from Eilat city center to the Arava Border Crossing, cross. Visas can be purchased at the border if crossing at
Jordan River Border Crossing, while they need to be pre-arranged for Wadi Araba Border Crossing and for Please note
that from January 1, crossing via the Arava Crossing is only possible for independent travelers who have pre-arranged a
visa in their country. You can also obtain a visa upon arrival at Amman's Queen Alia International Airport or at any
other border crossing (except the King Hussein Bridge (Allenby Bridge) and the ferryboat from Egypt). Visa fees are 40
JDs ($56) for single entry valid for one month but easily extended at the nearest police station, or JDs. Hours, fees and
tips for crossing the border between Israel and Jordan. There are three border crossings between Israel and Jordan: the
Yitzhak Rabin Terminal/Wadi Araba Crossing, the King Hussein Bridge (Allenby) Terminal and the Jordan Border
website: rubeninorchids.com The consulate section at the Israeli Embassy in Amman wishes you a nice trip to Israel. Jan
28, - We are being transferred from Petra and just dropped off at the border crossing. How difficult is it to get across the
border without a () Crossing into Israel from Jordan at the Arava Border Africa & the Middle East. Transfer from Arava
Border Crossing to Petra Hotels. Transfers from the Arava Border Crossing to your hotel in Petra: One of Mazada Tours'
courteous and multi-lingual representatives will be waiting for you in the arrival hall with a large legible sign with your
name on it in English. After your arrival, your baggage will be.
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